Trilogiq reintroduces their steel range as LEANTEK Classic which is also available in ESD. TRILOGIQ products are manufactured in France and have been selling worldwide for over 16 years.
ESD BRACKETS TO FIT 28.6MM STEEL TUBES - Boxes of 50 pieces

F-A ESD 90° INNER CORNER BRACKET
F-B ESD 180° STRAIGHT BRACKET
F-C ESD 270° OUTER CORNER BRACKET
F-D ESD 90° STANDARD T-BRACKET
F-E ESD CROSSOVER BRACKET
F-F ESD STANDARD ADJUSTABLE ANGLE BRACKET (Part A)
F-G ESD STANDARD ADJUSTABLE ANGLE BRACKET (Part B)
F-H ESD MULTIFUNCTION BRACKET
F-QA ESD PANEL SUPPORT (Part A)
F-QB ESD PANEL SUPPORT (Part B)
F-L30 ESD 30° ANGLE BRACKET
F-L 45 ESD 45° ANGLE BRACKET
F-L 60 ESD 60° ANGLE BRACKET

ROLLER TRACK SUPPORT BRACKETS - Boxes of 50 pieces

F-L90 ESD 90° ANGLE BRACKET WITH PANEL SUPPORT
F-T ESD END TO END ADJUSTABLE ANGLE BRACKET

F-M1 ROLLER TRACK SUPPORT WITH NO STOP
F-M2 ROLLER TRACK SUPPORT WITH END STOP
F-M3 ROLLER TRACK SUPPORT WITH HIGH END STOP

TRY THESE BRACKETS IN COMPOSITE

F-M1 COMPOSITE
F-M2 COMPOSITE
F-M3 COMPOSITE
LEANTek® CLASSIC

INNOVATION: Combine 2 components to create 6 functions

F-M4 BRIDGE SUPPORT FOR ROLLER TRACK
COMING SOON GT-M4 & GR-M4

F-M5 200mm EXTENSION FOR ROLLER TRACK
F-M6 INTERMEDIATE ROLLER TRACK SUPPORT
F-M8 TUBE SUPPORT WITH NO STOP
F-M8 S TUBE SUPPORT WITH END STOP
F-M9 FLEXIBLE BRIDGE SUPPORT FOR TUBE AND ROLLER TRACK
F-M10 BRIDGE SUPPORT FOR TUBE AND ROLLER TRACK
F-M11 FLEXIBLE BRIDGE SUPPORT FOR TUBE
F-M12 BRIDGE SUPPORT FOR TUBE

F-M13 INTERMEDIATE TUBE SUPPORT
F-M15 TUBE SUPPORT WITH HIGH END STOP
F-M16 ADJUSTABLE ANGLE ROLLER TRACK SUPPORT
F-M17 PANEL SUPPORT

TUBE, ROLLER TRACK, GUIDE - Sold individually

STEEL

T2-400 WHITE STEEL TUBE
(1.5mm Wall thickness, 28.6mm Diameter, 4000mm Length)

T2-400 COLOUR STEEL TUBE
(1.5mm Wall thickness, 28.6mm Diameter, 4000mm Length)

T2-400 ESD BLACK STEEL TUBE
(1.5mm Wall thickness, 28.6mm Diameter, 4000mm Length)

ALUMINIUM

T2-400 AW WHITE PVC COATED ALUMINIUM TUBE
(2mm Wall thickness, 28.6mm Diameter, 4000mm Length)

T2-400 AB BLUE PVC COATED ALUMINIUM TUBE
(2mm Wall thickness, 28.6mm Diameter, 4000mm Length)

T2-400 AG GREY PVC COATED ALUMINIUM TUBE
(2mm Wall thickness, 28.6mm Diameter, 4000mm Length)

STAINLESS STEEL

SST201-1.2-400 STAINLESS STEEL TUBE
(Grade 201, 1.2mm Wall thickness, 28.6mm Diameter, 4000mm Length)

colour on request
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Trilogiq Automated Guided Vehicle
Our customers recognize the AGV expertise we’ve been developing since 2008, and are confident in our project teams, who manage the complete integration of Graphit solutions with AGV’s.

- Friendly programming/Multiple features
- Easy Maintenance
- Significant productivity gains and rapid return on investment

Trilogiq: Manufacturer of SHADOW BOARDS
Shadow boards are ideal for storing tools and accessories to fulfil the requirements of 5S perfectly. All shadow boards are made-to-measure once parts or dimensions have been received.

Creative Project Teams
A QUESTION? A QUOTE? Do not hesitate to contact us
01295 277791 / sales@tubeandbracket.com
FRENCH COMPANY SINCE 1992

Products LEANTEK Classic, LEANTEK 2, GRAPHIT BLACK and GRAPHIT are manufactured in TRILOGIQ factories in Saint-Ouen-l’Aumône in France. TRILOGIQ has a global reach of 19 countries so availability, provisioning and delivery are optimized.
WHAT IF YOUR COMPANY MOVED TO A NEW GENERATION OF TUBULAR SYSTEM?

+ EASY & QUICK TO ASSEMBLE
+ LIGHTWEIGHT DESIGN
+ SUSTAINABLE & REUSABLE
+ MODERN & CREATIVE

The GRAPHIT, GRAPHIT BLACK, LEANTEK 2 and LEANTEK Classic ranges are subject to constant technological and productive investments to ensure availability, quality and service worldwide.

www.trilogiq.com